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“ . . . And here in this moment
I hold you in my heart, now and forever.”

-Anonymous
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First and foremost, 

congratulations on your engagement!

What an exciting and exhilarating time of your lives. Through 
the whirlwind of planning and meetings; tastings and guest-

list makings, it can be easy to get lost in the frill of it all. 
Remember to have fun & enjoy the process. Take it all in, 
let down your hair and enjoy the ride. Life is made up of 

moments, don’t forget to celebrate the ones in between. For 
they are what builds us up, makes us strong, brings us together 

and makes us who we are. They are what brought us to this 
moment, so lets say ‘Heck Yea!’ to today and the moments yet 

to come!
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Hello!

I think its important for us to get to know one another a little bit, 
so ‘I’d like to take a minute,  just sit right there, I’ll tell you how I 

became [a wedding photograph-aire]’.

. . . see what I did there? it kinda works, maybe? anyways . . .  

I’m Natalie. I am currently based in an old craftsman style home 
in the country west of Milwaukee. I love to travel and can’t wait 
for my next adventure. When asked red or white, the answer is, 

yes. I have degrees in architecture, art history and literature, all of 
which contribute to my never-ending thirst for knowledge. I have 
a love and affinity for the early morning light that peeks through 
my kitchen windows, Jane Austen, thoughtful design, sarcasm, 

rock climbing, hiking, making someone smile, laughing so hard I’m 
convinced I’m working out my abs, pausing mid-run to look at the 
sky, graphic design, dad jokes, ice cream, thunderstorms, dresses, 

harry potter, crafting, star gazing, ethically sourced clothing, 
breakfast for dinner, making sound effects, free shipping, family, 
singing while driving, elephants, airports, heated blankets, good 

company and fine conversation. 
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Philosophy

Three: Seventeen was born out of the passion of a grateful heart.
Forged by the desire to celebrate the process, the journey, & the 

moments in between,
Three: Seventeen photography lives to tell your story.

Always learning, constantly exploring, and forever enjoying the creative 
process, I pursue authenticity, simplicity & the beauty of shared hearts.

Three: Seventeen photography’s namesake comes from the verse 
Colossians 3:17, through which my heart celebrates the mission of using 
the gifts I have to contribute to others’ joy while living grateful and true. 

This is my mission. 
This is the mission of Three: Seventeen Photography. 

Extract great joy from the smallest of moments, be kind, live gratefully 
and use what I’ve got to enrich those around me.

I see it as an honor to partake in each and every photo adventure and I 
thank you from the bottom of my heart for allowing me the opportunity 

to share in your special life moments!
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“Natalie was great! We did our engagement shoot with her in 
October. She gave us exactly what we were looking for, natural and 

in the moment pictures that really captured us as a couple! We 
couldn’t be more happy with how the photos turned out! Highly 

recommend Natalie!”

Kelly + AJ





“Our engagement and wedding photos turned out amazing and 
we really couldn’t be happier with our experience.”

Courtney + Brandon



“Natalie was an AMAZING photographer for our wedding! I 
would and have recommended her to all of my friends, and 
have seen her work several other weddings as well. She is 
incredibly professional and worked tirelessly all day for our 
big event, even pitching in with help setting up and tearing 

down. At the same time she had my bridesmaids and I 
laughing all day and was truly part of the joyful experience of 

our big day.

Our photos were available soon after the wedding and each 
and every one of them was truly beautiful. Natalie knows how 

to capture the essence and personality of the couples she 
works with, and my hubby and I will treasure our wedding 

photos for the rest of our lives!”

 Bryn + Matt



“We cannot thank Natalie enough for doing 
our wedding photography. She captured all 
of the beautiful moments with a professional 
and fun attitude. She has the perfect eye for 
picking out candid moments that you don’t 

want to forget! The quality of her work is 
absolutely amazing. We are so grateful that 

Natalie was a part of our big day!”

Mary + Vashon





What to Expect

Getting to know you is so important. I love meeting one-on-one 
to chat about how you would like your day documented and also 
for us to get acquainted. This has proven essential in capturing 

genuine moments and reflecting your personalities in the photos. 

I want you to be able to relax and enjoy the day to the fullest. To 
ensure this, we will work together before the big day in putting 

together a timeline, a family shot list and any last minute schedule 
adjustments. I am for you and I am here to help your wedding day 

experience to be the absolute best! 
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Frequently Asked Questions

How would you describe your style?
I describe myself as a Natural Light Lifestyle Photographer. I like to capture genuine emotion and I 

seek out those in-between moments that truly tell the story of the day.

How long does it take for us to receive our photos? 
During the slow season, my turnaround time is 4-6 weeks and 6-8 weeks during the busy season, but 

I always send spoilers before hand and then let you know when the rest are good and ready.

Can I upload my wedding photos on Social Media?
Absolutely! You can use any of your photos as long as you promise not to alter them in any way. 

What’s in your camera bag?
I use a couple of Canon 5D Mark iii’s with an array prime and telephoto lenses.

Can I have the raw files/the unedited photos?
No can do! I’m sorry, but you will only receive the edited images. I go through all the photos taken the 

day of and pick the very best. I then edit them with my styling and deliver them to you.

How many wedding photos will I get?
Typically, I deliver anywhere from 300-500 edited images depending on the amount of coverage.

Do you have any advice from a Photographer’s perspective for our 
wedding day?

Think about the setting, the details and the subtleties. Go ahead and splurge on that awesome hotel 
room or unique location for your getting ready photos. Keep tidy. Try to keep lighting as natural as 

possible by choosing locations with ample widows or simply outdoors. Try to avoid colored laser lights 
from your DJ at the reception. But most importantly, remember to enjoy your day and not stress. If by 

the end of the day you both say ‘I do!’ the day was a complete success!
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Engagement Sessions

Each couple is unique in their own way, and I firmly believe the 
engagement session is key in allowing both of you to truly shine on 

your special day. The engagement session allows us a chance to 
work together and for you to become comfortable in front of the 
camera. It allows you to showcase your personalities and love for 

one another in a more casual setting, while creating lovely and fun 
memories! 

Adventure Session

$600 a la carte
Heck yea! Lets go on an adventure and make a day of it! Want 

to go for a hike? Skiing? Rock Climbing? Have multiple places in 
mind at which you would like to have pictures taken? Let’s Make it 

happen! 

Traditional Session

$425 a la carte
Let’s meet at your favorite park, where you had your first date, or 

perhaps where you said, “yes!” 
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Wedding Collections

All Collections come with a complementary one-on-one planning session, alongside pre-planning 
assistance that includes wedding day timeline building and a family shot list. All Collections can be 

customized with the a la carte options in order to document your day as you wish. 

Collection No. 1

$1800
Full Day Coverage

USB Drive 
Printing Rights

Personal Online Gallery

Collection No. 2

$2100
Full Day Coverage

Traditional Engagement Session
USB Drive 

Printing Rights
Personal Online Gallery

+$200 for Adventure Engagement Session

Collection No. 3

$2800
Full Day Coverage

Adventure Engagement Session
Second Shooter

USB Drive 
Printing Rights

Personal Online Gallery
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A la Carte

Bridal | Anniversary | Proposal | Couple 
Sessions

$425

Second Shooter
$650



Thank you!

Thank you so much for taking the time to consider 
Three: Seventeen Photography LLC.

I truly love what I do and love that I can help you to share your love, 
memories and joy with those closest to you.

As you embark in your wedding planning ventures, if there are any 
questions you have, please do not hesitate to reach out, I am happy 

to help :) Thank you again and Happy Wedding Ventrues!

Warmly,

Natalie
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